Landforms Part 2
Individual Projects

Introduction

Our friendly alien has been introduced to Earth’s landforms through your PowerPoints; but, he still hasn’t quite gotten the idea! He thinks he would really understand landforms much better if he could see some sort of model. Your job is to create some kind of ‘model’ that will help our alien understand landforms better.

Process

Each student will create a project that will show our alien exactly what one oceanic or terrestrial landform looks like. Your project should accurately show the landform and you should be able to explain whether the landform was created by constructive, destructive, or both methods. You will present this to the class.

Choose 1 of these projects.

1. Create and illustrate a poem or story that helps the alien ‘see’ the landform. Publish your book and read it to the class.
2. Create a travel brochure for a visit to a landform. Use Word or Published to create a trifold that will convince the alien to travel to the landform. Include details!
3. Make a model of a landform. Use clay, Styrofoam, foil, etc. to show landform details
4. Create a PhotoStory tour of a landform. Draw, scan, copy, etc pictures and record your narration.
5. Create a diorama of a landform showing its features.
6. Do you have another creative way to model a landform? Discuss your idea with Mrs. Steurrys. You MUST have permission to do a different project.